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Editorial 

The Year of the Dragon, a year of happiness and new beginnings, starts with the 
festivities of the Chinese New Year, on 23 January. Zest for action marks the Year of 
the Dragon; one can expect innovation. And, according to the Chinese horoscope, 
much of what is begun in the Year of the Dragon will have longer lasting effects. 
After things were a bit calmer in the Year of the Rabbit and the SEgroup was very 
much under the influence of consolidation, we are looking forward to new challenges. 
 
It is said that the Year of the Dragon is a good year for major projects, even if this 
apparently contradicts with the tight cash situation, particularly within the national 
budgets of western countries. Investment in times when budgets are strapped is a big 
concern. This directs attention, within the topic of change, towards effectiveness [see 
Interview on page 8]. 
 
The dragon is associated with the element of water and thus, supports the Taoist 
principle of Wu Wei, "to act without acting". Wu Wei is not so much a description of 
passivity or the waiver of action, but rather a description of an act in harmony with 
nature and in accordance with the possibilities at hand. Whoever feels reminded of 
the SEgroup's Next Practice Approach [see page 13] will understand why we are 
looking towards the Year of the Dragon with joyful anticipation. 
 
At the same time, we can say that 2011 was anything but uneventful. One of the 
largest and certainly most far-reaching global change projects the SEgroup has ever 
been allowed to accompany was successfully completed in June 2011 [see page 5]. 
Besides the work in Europe and the USA, we were particularly enthusiastic about how 
consistently systemic change approaches were able to be implemented in China. It was 
proven to us over and over again, especially within these large change projects, that 
co-creative teamwork, diligent accountability and pragmatic actions were keys to 
being effective in change. 
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Change is our favorite subject anyway. And it's been traditional, for more than ten 
years now, for us not to shy away from applying everything on ourselves which we 
follow in change projects for our clients. Practice research drives quality in the 
SEgroup; it lends great support in the quest for effective change. From August to 
December, we promoted drastic changes, reinventing ourselves anew, from the inside 
out, and observing ourselves throughout the process. The result, a refocusing on 
effective corporate change, is both new and familiar. It is already showing itself to be 
effective in our practice. And by the summer of 2012, we plan to follow up with a 
coherent change in our external appearance. Right now, we, ourselves, are excited 
about how this will then look.  
 
In essence, our successes of 2011 and our own change have once again made clear 
what we hold dear to us. We want to be companions in transition, change fellows and 
transformation coaches, who support change enterprises in becoming effective. By 
referring to systemic excellence with passion and dedication, a path to becoming 
effective in transition is opened to us. Entrepreneurial change remains our goal. That 
it is therefore necessary to change the change is a challenge we gladly accept. 
 

 

Dr. Louis Klein 
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Real Time Strategic Change Workshop in China 
 

 
 

View of the Yuyuan Garden in Shanghai 

 
The conditions were not particularly favorable to changing the entire architecture of 
the quality department in the Chinese subsidiary of a European global market leader 
in the technology sector. The aim of the change project: together with colleagues in 
Asia, develop and immediately implement a Chinese version of new "operating 
models" which had already been introduced in Europe. 
 
Just a week before the start of the change workshop, previously independent teams 
from Beijing and Shanghai were merged and the number of engineers was reduced by 
half. The manager in charge of the change project's global roll-out feared the worst: 
"With this amount of organizational stress, I thought things would get ugly. But 
things developed differently. There was a need for a plan. And that was the operating 
model, itself. Thanks to clear structures, everyone knew where they belonged. 
Suddenly, leadership had a face, at least in the intranet. " 
 
Louis Klein and Brigitte Bauder, as systemic organizational consultants, had already 
supported the development of the operating model in Europe. Consequently, they 
developed the workshop design for the client: a one-week workshop entitled "Real 
Time Strategic Change Workshop", RTSC. From the perspective of the project owner 
on the client's side, the accommodation of social, cultural and political components 
during the planning phase of the change was crucial to its success: "At the local kick-
off meeting, we tried to treat the merger tactfully: everyone on the team was able to 
express what he found important and what bothered him most about the merger. 
Balance was important: neither Beijing nor Shanghai was to enjoy a home team 
advantage. So, we held the workshop on neutral ground: in the meeting room of a 
factory in Inner Mongolia." 
 
From the point of view of the change experts, they found the following especially 
remarkable: the extremely high percentage of women engineers, at 40%; the exact 
preparations of the participants; and the high number of critical and very precise 
questions from the Chinese side about the new operating model. 
From Brigitte Bauder's perspective: "Of course there are differences. But the 
awareness involved in the systemic approach at a workshop generally works as well in 
China as in Europe or North America. There was a simple indicator of the authentic 
need for social interaction among the participants: nobody ever came back from the 
breaks on time. And that was a good sign." 
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Colour pigments at a market in Kathmandu 

    

Suk-Han Tang, Shanghai 
 
Suk-Han Tang has returned to 
China. Before Suk-Han Tang 
moved from Berlin to the Hongkou 
district of Shanghai, in August 
2011, she'd spent two decades in 
the West. At the time she started 
school in Paris, her birthplace, 
Hong Kong, was still a British 
colony. 
 
After having completed her studies in London, she spent the last few years at the 
SEgroup's Berlin office. Now, she is preparing for new assignments in China by 
taking intensive courses in Mandarin. She is also in the process of acquiring an 
additional diploma in strategic and lean consulting. 
 

 

 

 

 

Suraj Dahal, Kathmandu 
 
Rarely does a new consortium partner let the SEgroup know, right from the 
beginning, that he desires to work in his home country on a permanent basis. 
Mobility and engaging in exchange between cultures is, after all, very core to the 
essence of advisers. Hailing from Kathmandu, Suraj Dahal, part of the SEgroup since 
2011, has the best reasons for his decision: "I want to dedicate my work to the 
development of Nepal, my homeland. I am needed most here." 
 

Suraj Dahal is not only the General 
Secretary of the Project Management 
Association of Nepal (PMAN), but also 
very well connected internationally 
through roles as correspondent for the PM 
Forum and appraiser for the IPMA 
International Project Award.  
 
Suraj Dahal is writing his doctoral thesis, 
entitled "Confidence in Development", 
within the framework of the CCCPM. 

 
 

New goals in Shanghai: Suk-Hang Tang 
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Change Fellows and Systemic Organisational 
Consulting 
  
Interview with Brigitte Bauder and Alexander Kiehne  
 

There are technicalThere are technicalThere are technicalThere are technical    speciaspeciaspeciaspecia----
list consultations. And list consultations. And list consultations. And list consultations. And 
there are big consulting there are big consulting there are big consulting there are big consulting 
firms like McKinsey, firms like McKinsey, firms like McKinsey, firms like McKinsey, 
Roland Berger and Boston Roland Berger and Boston Roland Berger and Boston Roland Berger and Boston 
Consulting. What distinConsulting. What distinConsulting. What distinConsulting. What distin----
guishes the SEgroup?guishes the SEgroup?guishes the SEgroup?guishes the SEgroup?    
    
Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: We do not possess 
ready-made solutions; we 
bring the tools to solve a 
problem. In order for a 

solution to be sustainable, it must come out of the system itself. The problem solving 
experts are those people affected by the problem. 
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: This is also because of our values and that we are committed to the process. 
We are not specialist consultants. Our expertise is mindful empowerment. We help in 
the achievement of business goals without having to dismantle an organization. 
 
You are systemic organizational consultants, or "change fellows". TherYou are systemic organizational consultants, or "change fellows". TherYou are systemic organizational consultants, or "change fellows". TherYou are systemic organizational consultants, or "change fellows". There are e are e are e are 
systemic banks, risks and even constellations, but that's not what you mean by systemic banks, risks and even constellations, but that's not what you mean by systemic banks, risks and even constellations, but that's not what you mean by systemic banks, risks and even constellations, but that's not what you mean by 
"systemic", is it?"systemic", is it?"systemic", is it?"systemic", is it?    
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: To us, systemic denotes a context of communication which predicates its 
own social system. For example, the legal system, economic system or, for us, the 
customer/client system or the consultant system. In addition to configuring their own 
forms of language, along this sense, these "social systems" also construct different 
paradigms or rationalities. One must recognize these peculiarities during the change 
process. These critical success factors are then discussed, clarified and integrated 
within an advisory system based on a time scale. The resulting interventions fit and 
we achieve greater connectivity and sustainability. 
 
What do "change fellows" do?What do "change fellows" do?What do "change fellows" do?What do "change fellows" do?    
 
Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: As change fellows, we support organizations that want to evolve and change. 
Using co-creation, meaning: participatory, multi-disciplinary and cross-cultural. 
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: Exactly. Change fellows also have the task of feeding objectives and 
expectations back into what is realistically possible. We ask whether the organization 
is even ready for certain developments. Instruments, such as our Organizational 
Readiness Check or Systemic Inquiry help in gaining clarity. A change fellow explores 
new realms of possibility in a type of continuous ping-pong with the client. 
 
Mrs. Bauder, you are a Six Sigma Black Belt and Lean ExpertMrs. Bauder, you are a Six Sigma Black Belt and Lean ExpertMrs. Bauder, you are a Six Sigma Black Belt and Lean ExpertMrs. Bauder, you are a Six Sigma Black Belt and Lean Expert....    WWWWhat is actually hat is actually hat is actually hat is actually 
systemic in your work?systemic in your work?systemic in your work?systemic in your work?    
 

Change Fellows Brigitte Bauder and Alexander Kiehne 
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Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: My thinking. My approach. And of course, the different formats of our daily 
work can be superbly enriched with process management tool boxes, like Six Sigma 
and Lean. Sometimes an SIPOC can be useful if you want to define the processes 
within the change process. But also tools like stakeholder analysis make a good 
contribution in the navigation of a change project. And the Six Sigma Roadmap - 
define first, then analyze and measure, then implement and again evaluate – is, of 
course, the basis of all projects.  
 
SSSStakeholder analysis is indeed now standard in organizations. What would be a takeholder analysis is indeed now standard in organizations. What would be a takeholder analysis is indeed now standard in organizations. What would be a takeholder analysis is indeed now standard in organizations. What would be a 
tool not yet known to most change managers?tool not yet known to most change managers?tool not yet known to most change managers?tool not yet known to most change managers? 
 
Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: The SEgroup has developed a very effective instrument, Systemic Inquiry (SI). 
An SI can take place at different points in time during a process. The SI is a 
combination of qualitative and appreciative interviews with relevant stakeholders of a 
project. Firstly, expectations are collected. Secondly, the interview is already the first 
intervention - a call to observe oneself and a reflection on the current situation: Where 
are we today? What's next? And are we ready for it? The consideration and 
discussion of these issues results in a change in one's own behavior. That's always a 
nice wow factor for organizations. Alex, perhaps you can say a little bit about it, as 
well? 
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: Gladly. Two points are important to me. First, the appreciation of the 
interviewees whose perspectives on a project are being collected. "XY Department has 
considered this and that and before they begin their development, they are very 
interested in your perspective".  How's that for an appreciative statement? And, it 
helps the interviewee to send further messages via a third party. The other point 
already found resonance in you, Brigitte, namely the possibility to set an initial 
intervention through the interview. One can understand the interview as an additional 
channel of communication. Because through SI the development plans and change 
projects are broadly communicated. Within a team, but also throughout the 
organization. This draws individual and organizational attention towards the change. 
Change becomes tangible because it is more transparent; the perspective changes. 
People can give the change a direction. Or at least give suggestions on what, in their 
view, should not happen. 
 
Mr. Kiehne, the SEgroup understands itself as a think tMr. Kiehne, the SEgroup understands itself as a think tMr. Kiehne, the SEgroup understands itself as a think tMr. Kiehne, the SEgroup understands itself as a think tank. If systemic ank. If systemic ank. If systemic ank. If systemic 
organizational organizational organizational organizational consulting has consulting has consulting has consulting has such a hsuch a hsuch a hsuch a high priority within the SEgroup,igh priority within the SEgroup,igh priority within the SEgroup,igh priority within the SEgroup,    then what then what then what then what 
about the research?about the research?about the research?about the research?    
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: The one determines the other. Organizations exist in a dynamic environment. 
Ideally, their adjustments are also dynamic. A consulting organization which, as an 
outside observer, dismisses these phenomena would eventually develop cyclopean 
perspectives, thus producing a lot of blind spots. Therefore, research as a reflection of 
these dynamics is fundamental. At the level of the research itself, the scientific results 
are generic. On the level of consultancy - and at the level of the SEgroup as an 
organization - the results are then observed as transfer payments: as new methods, 
instruments and tools to support change, transition and development. 
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Many people associate the term "systemic thinking" with the sociologist Niklas Many people associate the term "systemic thinking" with the sociologist Niklas Many people associate the term "systemic thinking" with the sociologist Niklas Many people associate the term "systemic thinking" with the sociologist Niklas 
Luhmann and the culture of German universities. How does it work in China or Luhmann and the culture of German universities. How does it work in China or Luhmann and the culture of German universities. How does it work in China or Luhmann and the culture of German universities. How does it work in China or 
in the pragmatic corporate culture of a midin the pragmatic corporate culture of a midin the pragmatic corporate culture of a midin the pragmatic corporate culture of a mid----sized engineering company?sized engineering company?sized engineering company?sized engineering company?    
    
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: Exactly in that same way. Culture is often only talked about at the level of 
ethnically-based cultures. But organizations are often not really aware that they 
manage different cultures every day. Engineers, lawyers and managers each have their 
own specific cultures in which their own rationales are expressed. Here a social issue, 
derived from abstract theory, becomes observable - and thus verifiable. Moreover, it 
becomes designable. Systemic thinking directs attention towards this point in that it 
hypothesizes that different systems or players have different rationalities. 
 
Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: Of course, one must be interested in each specific culture in order to insure 
connectivity. But our experience shows that the approach of the SEgroup works both 
in China and in America, at the level of production as well as in the administrative 
area, or with a bank as well as in a heavy engineering company. 
 
How then is your culture actually represented, in the SEgroup organization?How then is your culture actually represented, in the SEgroup organization?How then is your culture actually represented, in the SEgroup organization?How then is your culture actually represented, in the SEgroup organization? 
 
Bauder:Bauder:Bauder:Bauder: If you come into the office in the morning, you never know which 
organization is waiting for you, but you know that the SEgroup will be a different one 
in the evening. We claim that we test everything on ourselves before we take it to a 
client for use. And so, the SEgroup does not remain without change. 
 
Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne:Kiehne: Exactly. We really can not preach water and drink wine. Whoever speaks 
about management and leadership cannot, with good reason, avoid transparency, 
authenticity and participation. So these are also part of the foundation of the 
SEgroup. Our charter sets out how we want to design our internal processes and our 
business processes. And therefore, consistent self-application is almost paradigmatic 
to our understanding of culture. 
 
 
 
 

Systemic Inquiry:Systemic Inquiry:Systemic Inquiry:Systemic Inquiry:    
Systemic Inquiry (SI) as a standalone format of SEgroup is based on interviews with 
relevant stakeholders. The goal is the exploration of an organization using the means 
of storytelling. The format analyzes foci of attention, collects ideas and supports the 
development of a viable plan. 
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Brigitte Bauder, Stuttgart 
 

 

 
View from the TV tower in Stuttgart (Photo: Dirk Schmidt) 
 
 
The regional focus of the SEgroup is continuing to take shape. On 16 February, 
Brigitte Bauder will be opening the new SEgroup office in Stuttgart: "Baden-
Wuerttemberg is truly the power house of medium-sized enterprise and industry. As a 
consultant, my main clients are located either in Southern Germany or abroad. And as 
a Swabian, I look forward, after a ten year stint in Berlin, to returning to my 
hometown." 
 
This year, Brigitte Bauder is not only changing her place of residence, but also setting 
a new course regarding the substance of her work. In 2012, she will be 
complementing her current focus as a change consultant with the completion of a 
training as a systemic mediator in organizations, at the Berlin Artop-Institute. 

 
 

Daniela Beck, Munich 
 
Daniela Beck is beginning this year 
with intense "mental work" for her 
doctoral thesis at the University of 
St. Gallen's Asia Research Center. 
In her PhD, she is investigating con-
textual learning in social entrepre-
neurship projects in Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Vietnam. In 2011, 
Daniela Beck was included in the 
CCCPM research group.  
 
From her thesis, she brings knowledge dealing with complexity and uncertainty and is 
pleased with the positive mutual academic exchange. Daniela Beck is simultaneously 
present for the SEgroup in Munich. The continued expansion of SEgroup Munich 
office is planned for 2012. 
 

 

 

Planning expansion of Munich Office: Daniela Beck 
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Workshop in Aalborg on Critical Narrative Theory 
 

 
 

The outreaching view of the empty beach in Aalborg 

 

 

Fjerritslev, a town of 3,400 inhabitants, is located on the Danish Jammerbucht 
Skagerrak, a forty minute drive from the university city of Aalborg. In late November, 
Kenneth Mølbjerg Jørgensen invited 20 scientists to a workshop, at the outlying 
Kongress Hotel, to discuss, in an almost familial atmosphere, narrative techniques 
and storytelling as an analytical method. The spectrum ranged from project 
management experts and linguists through to the change experts from SEgroup. 
 
Against the systemic backdrop of the SEgroup and with a view to the use of modern 
narrative techniques in change projects, Louis Klein and Steve Raue found a good 
opportunity in this unusual format to acquire new insights into current theoretical 
discourse. 
 
Similar to an exploration, individual participants were picked up from their respective 
fields and then described their experience and knowledge of narrative theories using 
the narrative format. Despite the theory-oriented content, it was clear that every 
participant considered application and practice the goal of their work. It was, 
therefore, easy to maintain the workshop-format during small group work. It was 
mainly a matter of using narrative techniques during the actual group work in order 
to get results based on direct personal experience. Various creative techniques were 
explored, for example, storytelling without words and only with the help of toy 
figures, which made it possible to clearly visualize one's own work issues and discuss 
various perspectives. Similar techniques of problem and stakeholder analysis were 
part of the entire workshop. 
 
In retrospect, the event was a successful prelude to the creation of a steady platform 
for the scientific as well as applied exploration of narrative analysis. Due to its small 
size, efficient and results-oriented work was possible. Moreover, through the 
possibility of short and direct exchange, gains in knowledge were significantly higher 
than in the case of regular congresses. Integrating new theoretical insights will result 
in the ability to successfully implement narrative analysis in practice, especially for the 
SEgroup. 
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A Conversation with Dr. Louis Klein about 
Technical Trivialities and Social Complexity 
    

Louis Klein on managing complex projects     
 
 
Complex Project Management 
 
Dewitz: What distinguishes a complicated problem from a complex one?Dewitz: What distinguishes a complicated problem from a complex one?Dewitz: What distinguishes a complicated problem from a complex one?Dewitz: What distinguishes a complicated problem from a complex one?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: A rule of thumb for the identification of complex projects is asking: Are people 
involved? People can change their opinions or their levels of interest change - then it 
becomes complex because I'll have to deal with reflexivity. The result of an input 
feeds back into a previous process step and this often changes the rules. If the 
stakeholder has a preference that is different from my technical logic of production, 
then it is good for me if I've previously made myself familiar with this preference. 
 
Chip shop example: A customer comes into a chip shop and chooses a Coke - simple 
problem. But if he says, "I'd like a Coke, a sausage and chips." it becomes more 
complicated. Then I can make critical-path reflections. From the production 
perspective, I begin with that which takes the longest: I throw the fries in the deep 
fryer and the customer gets everything at once. Sometimes, however, complexity 
comes into play. Maybe the customer wants his coke or a beer right away and the 
food later. Then stakeholder analysis is helpful: "Do you want your beer first or 
should I go ahead and put the fries in?" 
 
As well as the technical components - and I would like to involve in addition to the 
engineering, the commercial perspective - there are the political and cultural 
perspectives. This triad in project management of the technical, political, cultural 
corresponds to the three lenses in the TPC-matrix by Noel Tichy. If I estimate a 
million for the technical realization, then I need a million to provide for political 
complexity and another million for cultural complexity. Surveying people, organizing 
a round table, bringing people together, conducting information policy all costs 
money. 
    
Dewitz: A round table is still cheaper than building a railway station in Dewitz: A round table is still cheaper than building a railway station in Dewitz: A round table is still cheaper than building a railway station in Dewitz: A round table is still cheaper than building a railway station in 
Stuttgart?Stuttgart?Stuttgart?Stuttgart? 
 
KleKleKleKlein:in:in:in: We are talking about a period of 15 years. A good participatory policy would 
have had its price, but spared the costs of police operations. And of course, politics 
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are played not only around the project, but also within the project. 
 
Dewitz: That teamsDewitz: That teamsDewitz: That teamsDewitz: That teams    temporarily revolve around themselves is understandable. temporarily revolve around themselves is understandable. temporarily revolve around themselves is understandable. temporarily revolve around themselves is understandable. 
But three times the cost?But three times the cost?But three times the cost?But three times the cost? 
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: Show me a project in the public sector which remained within its cost 
approach. And, failed projects cost money, too. 
 
Dewitz: If twoDewitz: If twoDewitz: If twoDewitz: If two----thirds of the costthirds of the costthirds of the costthirds of the costssss    are owed tare owed tare owed tare owed to politics and culture, then alarms o politics and culture, then alarms o politics and culture, then alarms o politics and culture, then alarms 
should to be going off in the ministries of science and in corporate foundations, should to be going off in the ministries of science and in corporate foundations, should to be going off in the ministries of science and in corporate foundations, should to be going off in the ministries of science and in corporate foundations, 
and this research area would be flooded with funds?and this research area would be flooded with funds?and this research area would be flooded with funds?and this research area would be flooded with funds?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: "Should" is such a wonderful subjunctive. In order to advance the research, we 
and the International Centre for Complex Project Management have launched the 
doctoral program "Cross-Cultural Complex Project Management". But this is 
independent research by the SEgroup and not funded by tax money or through grants 
from industry. 
 
DewitDewitDewitDewitz: In Germany, there is no course of study called "Management of z: In Germany, there is no course of study called "Management of z: In Germany, there is no course of study called "Management of z: In Germany, there is no course of study called "Management of 
Complex Projects"Complex Projects"Complex Projects"Complex Projects",,,,    not even a Wikipedia article about "social complexity".not even a Wikipedia article about "social complexity".not even a Wikipedia article about "social complexity".not even a Wikipedia article about "social complexity".    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: There is a course in Brisbane which is accepted internationally. In Germany, 
there are good approaches in Friedrichshafen and Witten-Herdecke. But we should 
not suddenly teach complex project management instead of project management. My 
suggestion would be to align the training of the project manager with the trinity of the 
TPC approach. A nerd will never be a good project manager. Conversely, someone 
who knows how to deal with people, to negotiate interests, to explore cultural spaces 
and has a clue about technology will always be a good project manager. 
 
 

Complex Change Management 
 
Dewitz: What do I do as a cDewitz: What do I do as a cDewitz: What do I do as a cDewitz: What do I do as a change manager? Do I hire a complexity consultant or hange manager? Do I hire a complexity consultant or hange manager? Do I hire a complexity consultant or hange manager? Do I hire a complexity consultant or 
do I say to colleagues: take care of the soft factors and get HR and internal do I say to colleagues: take care of the soft factors and get HR and internal do I say to colleagues: take care of the soft factors and get HR and internal do I say to colleagues: take care of the soft factors and get HR and internal 
communications on board, they have skills?communications on board, they have skills?communications on board, they have skills?communications on board, they have skills?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: All steps in the right direction. In practice, systemic organizational 
development consultants take a complementary role and provide a technically 
oriented manager with solutions in the political realm and the cultural. What is often 
overlooked is that change, therefore, is usually in the form of projects. Good change 
consultants are always good project managers. They can use instruments such as 
stakeholder analysis, qualitative interviews and focus groups to handle large group 
events and are able to visualize power relations and derive communications plans. 
 
Dewitz: So is the manDewitz: So is the manDewitz: So is the manDewitz: So is the management of complex projects a question of better agement of complex projects a question of better agement of complex projects a question of better agement of complex projects a question of better 
communication?communication?communication?communication? 
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: Corporate communication can make a contribution. But what is important is 
seeing the big picture. Moreover, in an industrial company, corporate 
communications and human resources are small areas compared to production. The 
future question is: Who actually produces in the production? Computers, robots and 
machines are replacing from below everything that can be linearised, or respectively, 
trivialised. The only jobs that remain, deal with complexity. 
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Dewitz: Can political and cultural costs be simulated?Dewitz: Can political and cultural costs be simulated?Dewitz: Can political and cultural costs be simulated?Dewitz: Can political and cultural costs be simulated?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: If we can answer this question, then we are looking at "the next ERP". With 
so-called Enterprise Resource Planning programs, such as SAP, technical and 
commercial processes can be modeled. What would be possible if we could model 
political and cultural processes in their interactions? Then we would have the chance 
to map an organisation in its entirety. And terms such as audit and compliance would 
be solutions to problems that would no longer be faced in the integrated system. 
 
Dewitz: In risk management, Dewitz: In risk management, Dewitz: In risk management, Dewitz: In risk management, we have scenario plans and early warning systems.  we have scenario plans and early warning systems.  we have scenario plans and early warning systems.  we have scenario plans and early warning systems.  
Proven tools and accepted methods exist in Six Sigma. This is more difficult in Proven tools and accepted methods exist in Six Sigma. This is more difficult in Proven tools and accepted methods exist in Six Sigma. This is more difficult in Proven tools and accepted methods exist in Six Sigma. This is more difficult in 
the young discipline of complexity management. What already exists?the young discipline of complexity management. What already exists?the young discipline of complexity management. What already exists?the young discipline of complexity management. What already exists?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: Complexity management focuses on four levels. When I think about leadership 
and management, I always start with myself, leading myself. The second point brings 
the others into view: leading others – how do I lead others? Third, leading 
organisations, the ability to read the organisation as a social system, the ability to 
read their policy and culture and to assess their options, is still widely neglected 
today. And as the fourth point, leading change. This is in contrast to the organisation 
which thrives on its routines. Crossing over to the side of change and learning to read 
opportunities for change, so they can be updated in terms of management intent. 
 
Dewitz: How to make sense Dewitz: How to make sense Dewitz: How to make sense Dewitz: How to make sense ––––    hhhhow do I as a manager handle theow do I as a manager handle theow do I as a manager handle theow do I as a manager handle the    complexity of complexity of complexity of complexity of 
social systems, how do I gesocial systems, how do I gesocial systems, how do I gesocial systems, how do I get a clear picture, how do I deal with it?t a clear picture, how do I deal with it?t a clear picture, how do I deal with it?t a clear picture, how do I deal with it?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: Well, then I go along with Luhmann and say that social systems are 
communication systems. Communication happens in stories. These narratives are 
condensed around foci of attention and describe interiors, spaces of meaning and, 
therefore, spaces of possibility. Something is constantly being told somewhere. What 
we think is reality, is retold again and again differently. This applies to the whole 
range of sense making, creation and the meaning of storytelling.  The smartest or 

most authentic vision of the 
world is not stabilized, but 
one that works. For the 
project manager, this means 
expanding situational 
potential in time for strategic 
communications and creating 
channel capacity; thus, 
building up regular 
communications relationships, 
establishing networks and 
learning how to respond to 
stakeholders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TPC Balance

Tech-
nology

Politics

Culture

Politics + Culture = Social Complexity

TPC Model

by Noel Tichy
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Complex Stakeholder Democracy 
 
Dewitz: Is there a link between risk management and complex project Dewitz: Is there a link between risk management and complex project Dewitz: Is there a link between risk management and complex project Dewitz: Is there a link between risk management and complex project 
management?management?management?management?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: If one stays with the classical distinction between hazards and risks, then 
complex project management transfers hazards into risks. Then, I know what I am 
getting into. 
 
Dewitz: If policy costs more, then the first reaction is not: more politics. An Dewitz: If policy costs more, then the first reaction is not: more politics. An Dewitz: If policy costs more, then the first reaction is not: more politics. An Dewitz: If policy costs more, then the first reaction is not: more politics. An 
optioptioptioption in the expansion of power lines for the energy revolution in Germany on in the expansion of power lines for the energy revolution in Germany on in the expansion of power lines for the energy revolution in Germany on in the expansion of power lines for the energy revolution in Germany 
would be: use leverage in the administrative court procedures would be: use leverage in the administrative court procedures would be: use leverage in the administrative court procedures would be: use leverage in the administrative court procedures and shorten the and shorten the and shorten the and shorten the 
legal process. legal process. legal process. legal process. How dangerous is this How dangerous is this How dangerous is this How dangerous is this for for for for democracy?democracy?democracy?democracy? 
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: Basically, not at all. What we could incur is a slowdown like in Switzerland. 
And more populism. We will not want to avoid a debate about giving people the 
chance to retract a return because they are getting smarter. Let us stay with the power 
lines. This technology especially reminds me of Italian partisan songs that were about 
blowing up electricity pylons. Which is relatively simple. So, I have a highly 
vulnerable technology that I do not want to put at risk by fundamentally inviting 
resistance. I would be well advised to take care which participatory processes are 
perceived as fair by those affected. This may be the referendum or focus groups or 
future conferences. It can also be: "Expropriate me, I'll hold out my hand and get my 
compensation." But one can ask, and listen, and then it becomes known. 
 
Dewitz: For example government debt. Are ratings as classic complexity reducers Dewitz: For example government debt. Are ratings as classic complexity reducers Dewitz: For example government debt. Are ratings as classic complexity reducers Dewitz: For example government debt. Are ratings as classic complexity reducers 
wise risk control?wise risk control?wise risk control?wise risk control?    
 
Klein:Klein:Klein:Klein: A state that is bust is bust. This is not particularly complex. The question is 
interesting only when we ask: "What should we do so it does not happen again?" 
Then, of course, we quickly find ourselves in a situation that is highly systemic and 
highly complex. 
Because we have many parameters available which convey that in the way we are 
currently living democracy in "the West", we are structurally bankrupt. What are the 
adjusting levers? This is not at all trivial and also not linear, but more a generational 
issue. Where large infrastructure projects get out of hand, there is pain. There are 
stakeholders affected by national debt who say: Not this way, anymore. 
We will also want to jointly embark on a learning journey to find out how we can 
strengthen our political and cultural competences in dealing with ourselves. Targeted 
research in the social sciences would be particularly pertinent in cultural studies and 
political science. But it is more important to dare a practice which gets involved in 
complexity in order to learn how to arrive at a balance of technical, political and 
cultural complexity. 
 
 
(The interview can be found in full at www.SEgroup.de.) 
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Michaela Thoma, Berlin 
 

As sociological expert for the 
processes of organisations, Michaela 
Thoma brought with her fresh 
thinking to the SEgroup in 2010. 
After years of experience in 
organisational research, the 
emphasis of her work lies in the 
exploration, meaning the intended 
capturing of systems specific 
conditions as a prerequisite for the successful management of complex change 
processes. 

With the ever-increasing challenges of dealing with technical and social complexities 
in projects, Michaela Thoma dedicates herself most strongly to the outcome of her 
thesis, which aims to identify new project management methods and modules. 
Thereto she seeks out interested companies and projects as partners. 

Michaela simultaneously ensures the advancement of the Cross-Cultural Complex 
Project Management (CCCPM) PhD program, for example through the organisation 
of conferences and workshops in addition to other events. 

 

 

 

Steve Raue, Berlin 
 

The SEgroup has gained an 
especially qualified expert on 
cultural issues in the management 
of complex projects by winning 
over Steve Raue as a consultant. 
The focus of his work lies in the 
culture of organizations and their 
specific behavior and communi-
cation structures. 

 
Steve wrote his master's thesis on e-Government within the program of Applied 
Cultural Analysis at the University of Lund, in southern Sweden. He is currently 
doing research for a PhD in the doctoral program CCCPM. Steve Raue has been a 
consortium partner and Director Operations of the SEgroup since 2011. On the side, 
he volunteers as a coach to recipients of project management scholarships granted by 
the German Association for Project Management. 

Expert for project management: Michaela Thoma 

 

SEgroup Director Operations: Steve Raue 
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Young Professionals in Project Management in 
Aachen 
 

 

 

 The Technology Centre Aachen 

 

"From Passion to power for projects" was the title of this year's GPM Young Crew 
Workshop. The event, which is the junior branch of the PM Forum of the German 
Association for Project Management (GPM) and is particularly directed at project 
management talent, was held at the Technology Centre Aachen, from November 4 – 
5.  
 
The Young Crew is a separate organization within the GPM and is open to 
membership for anyone up to age 35. Through events such as workshops and 
independent projects of members, exchange is encouraged as well as the realistic 
implementation of theory into practice. Called to participate in the workshop were 
both experienced, senior project managers, and especially, young professionals and 
students. 
 
With its proximity to Luxembourg and the Netherlands, the Aachen meeting 
embodied the international nature of the event. This became clear within the thematic 
streams, one of which was only offered in English and was, therefore, a platform for 
foreign guests and presenters. The topics ranged from agile project management, team 
development, leadership and management development through to project 
communication. 
The SEgroup and the doctoral program Cross-Cultural Complex Project Management 
(CCCPM) were represented by Steve Raue and Fahri Akdemir with a workshop on 
"Managing Cross-Cultural Complexity - a project management competence". The 
focus here was to make visible to the outside the research program and the timeliness 
of the topic. The workshop participants were led on a journey of discovery of their 
often unnoticed views and differences in project management. 
 
In retrospect, the Young Crew Workshop will be regarded as an innovative exception 
in the conference calendar. While young project managers can expand their 
knowledge and skills, long-time experts are able through critical exchange with 
students with respect to current theoretical knowledge innovative insights into their 
practice. 
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PM Forum in Nuremberg 
 

 
 

View over old town of Nuremberg (Photo: mb1302 - Manfred Braun) 

 
 
The PM Forum took place at CCN Ost, at the Nuremberg Trade Fair, from 25 to 26 
October 2011. The Franconian city is the headquarters of the German Association for 
Project Management and as every year, the venue of the forum. 
As the national equivalent of the major international conventions, such as the 
superordinated overall organization IPMA (International Project Management 
Association) and the PMI (Project Management Institute), the event is a national focal 
point for project managers, scientists and project management enthusiasts from all 
over Germany. 
 
This year's PM Forum was titled "Project-Finest Hour – Radiant Success through 
Expertise". Good project management is seen as a core competency in the framework 
of strong professionalisation in an increasingly project-oriented industry. Thus, the 
keynote was also marked by a successful project from Nuremberg, the construction of 
the only automatic subway operating in Germany. In addition, the Congress was 
divided, on the one hand, into lectures on the best practices in recent years of mainly 
national projects and product presentations, on the other. 
 
The forum offered SEgroup's Steve Raue an attractive platform to exchange ideas 
with experts. Of particular interest were papers on the dialectics of complex, 
international and intercultural projects, and interdisciplinary approaches. The general 
outline showed a heightened awareness that project management seems to be 
influenced by cultural, or respectively, paradigmatic differences, and that negotiation 
processes must be taken into account in the understanding of project teams. 
 
Many contributions touched on the areas of social systems and complexity, which are 
often underlit in projects. These contributions took place during the formal 
presentations as well as in conversations during breaks.  
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PMI Global Congress Dallas 
 

 
 

View over Dallas downtown (Photo: fcn80) 
 
 

This year for the first time, Steve Raue traveled, as a representative of SEgroup, to the 
North American Congress of the Project Management Institute (PMI), the biggest 
event in the field of project management. From 22 – 25 October, some 3,000 trade 
visitors informed themselves about the latest project management approaches in 
metropolitan Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas. 
A strong orientation towards software tools was noticeable in the very practical but 
the extremely over-sized program guide. Since most of the congress is geared to a 
wider audience in North America, the presentations exhaustively focussed on general 
topics. 
 
The strength of the PMI Congress lies, thus, more in excellent networking 
opportunities between the numerous lectures, workshops and panel discussions. 
Steve Rough, a PhD student at Cross-Cultural Complex Project Management, found 
the scientific exchange with other experts on the complexity of project management 
especially productive. This was very true of one particular conversation with Manfred 
Saynisch, project management researcher and founding member of the German 
Association for Project Management, who was supported by Steve Raue at the awards 
ceremony for the article of the year award in the Project Management Journal. The 
next PMI Global Congress for Europe, the Middle East and Africa will be held in 
early May, in Marseilles. 
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Outlook 

 
 
In the Year of the Dragon, there are three aspects that are of particular concern to us: 
the focus on social complexity, our globacapacity for action and the entrepreneurial 
independence of the SEgroup.  
 
 
 

Focus on social complexity 
 
 
Innovations in change are high on the agenda for us. The focus is on integrating 
success in dealing with social complexity into the entire portfolio of change 
approaches. Models, methods and tools for dealing with political and cultural 
complexities are particularly essential. In conjunction with the International Centre 
for Complex Project Management, the SEgroup continues its support of the 
international research project Cross-Cultural Complex Project Management 
(CCCPM). Initial results are promising, but there is still a long way to go, which 
clearly points to a time beyond 2012. 
 
 

Global Capacity for Action 
 
 
In 2012, with the growth of existing offices and partnerships, the SEgroup intends to 
build upon the good experiences of last year. Through local presence, it is also 
possible for us to sustainably realize effectiveness in change within global contexts. In 
Germany, a strong counterpart to the Berlin office will be built in the south. The 
office in Kathmandu and the cooperation in the Bay Area of San Francisco are due for 
expansion during the first half of the year, followed by China and South Africa in the 
second half. 
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Entrepreneurial independence 
 
 
After ten successful years of experimentation and change, it is time for the SEgroup to 
detach itself, for good, from the Systemic Support Consulting GmbH as an incubator. 
The SEgroup consortium partners focussed on fairness in their deliberations to find an 
appropriate company form. For several years now, the SEgroup has been working in 
cooperative structures and thus far, has had a very good experience. A logical and 
consistent next step would be to underlay this successful practice with the appropriate 
legal structure. The details for this will be worked out in 2012. 
 
 
There is a quip among the SEgroup's consortium partners that, in the evening, the 
group will yet again be different from the group to which one had come in the 
morning. The desire for change drives us and leaves new traces every day. It fills us 
with joy that the SEgroup is becoming itself a little bit more each day and thus, is able 
to recommend itself as a competent partner even for bolder change projects. 
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